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Punk Productions Stacy Thompson 2012-02-01 A history and social psychology of punk music.
American Rock Erik Farseth 2017-01-01 A guitarist fires off riffs. A drummer pounds out primal rhythms.
Fans scream along to a booming chorus. These are the sounds of rock. When rock 'n' roll first shook up
young audiences, parents and politicians screamed in protest. But artists soon used the music to make
protests of their own. Since rock's birth in the 1950s, its sounds have been blasted from garages to
stadiums. The music can be the soundtrack to rebellion, a tool for self-expression, or just a way to bang
your head. Find out what inspired rock pioneers to pick up their guitars. Discover the stories of
outrageous punks and grungy alternative rockers. And learn more about legends such as Jimi Hendrix, Janis
Joplin, Metallica, and Green Day.
A Cultural Dictionary of Punk Nicholas Rombes 2009-07-13 Neither a dry-as-dust reference volume
recycling the same dull facts nor a gushy, gossipy puff piece, A Cultural Dictionary of Punk: 1974-1982
is a bold book that examines punk as a movement that is best understood by placing it in its cultural
field. It contains myriad critical-listening descriptions of the sounds of the time, but also places
those sounds in the context of history. Drawing on hundreds of fanzines, magazines, and newspapers, the
book is - in the spirit of punk - an obsessive, strident, and sometimes deeply personal portrait of the
many ways in which punk was an artistic, cultural, and political expression of defiance. A Cultural
Dictionary of Punk is organized around scores of distinct entries, on everything from Lester Bangs to The
Slits, from Jimmy Carter to Minimalism, from 'Dot Dash' to Bad Brains. This book takes a fresh look at
how the malaise of the 1970s offered fertile ground for punk - as well as the new wave, post-punk, and
hardcore - to emerge as a rejection of the easy platitudes of the dying counter-culture. The organization
is accessible and entertaining: short bursts of meaning, in tune with the beat of punk itself. Meant to
be read straight through or opened up and experienced at random, A Cultural Dictionary of Punk covers not
only many of the well-known, now-legendary punk bands, but the obscure, forgotten ones as well. Along the
way, punk's secret codes are unraveled and a critical time in history is framed and exclaimed.
American Music Nicolae Sfetcu 2014-05-09 The music of the United States is so cool! It reflects the
country’s multicultural population through a diverse array of styles. Rock and roll, hip hop, country,
rhythm and blues, and jazz are among the country’s most internationally renowned genres. Since the
beginning of the 20th century, popular recorded music from the United States has become increasingly
known across the world, to the point where some forms of American popular music is listened to almost
everywhere. A history and an introduction in the ethnic music in the United States, American Indian
music, classical music, folk music, hip hop, march music, popular music, patriotic music, as well as the
American pop, rock, barbershop music, bluegrass music, blues, bounce music, Doo-wop, gospel, heavy metal,
jazz, R&B, and the North American Western music.
Corporate Rock Sucks Jim Ruland 2022-04-12 A no-holds-barred narrative history of the iconic label that
brought the world Black Flag, Hüsker Dü, Sonic Youth, Soundgarden, and more, by the co-author of Do What
You Want and My Damage. Greg Ginn started SST Records in the sleepy beach town of Hermosa Beach, CA, to
supply ham radio enthusiasts with tuners and transmitters. But when Ginn wanted to launch his band, Black
Flag, no one was willing to take them on. Determined to bring his music to the masses, Ginn turned SST
into a record label. On the back of Black Flag’s relentless touring, guerilla marketing, and refusal to
back down, SST became the sound of the underground. In Corporate Rock Sucks, music journalist Jim Ruland
relays the unvarnished story of SST Records, from its remarkable rise in notoriety to its infamous
downfall. With records by Black Flag, Minutemen, Hüsker Dü, Bad Brains, Sonic Youth, Dinosaur Jr,
Screaming Trees, Soundgarden, and scores of obscure yet influential bands, SST was the most popular indie
label by the mid-80s--until a tsunami of legal jeopardy, financial peril, and dysfunctional management
brought the empire tumbling down. Throughout this investigative deep-dive, Ruland leads readers through
SST’s tumultuous history and epic catalog. Featuring never-before-seen interviews with the label's former
employees, as well as musicians, managers, producers, photographers, video directors, and label heads,
Corporate Rock Sucks presents a definitive narrative history of the ’80s punk and alternative rock
scenes, and shows how the music industry was changed forever.
All the Power Mark Andersen 2004 An ambitious, accessible mix of history, autobiography, and how-to
manual, this anti-manifesto challenges popular concepts of radical activism. A whirlwind tour across
decades - through punk and student activism, identity and lifestyle politics, animal rights, armed

struggle, patriotism, globalisation and beyond - this book seeks a radicalism that is both rigorously
self-critical and genuinely populist. All the Power suggests how the seemingly most idealistic of
enterprises - revolution - might be practically accomplished.
You Shook Me All Campaign Long Eric T. Kasper 2018-11-15 Music has long played a role in American
presidential campaigns as a mode of both expressing candidates’ messages and criticizing the opposition.
The relevance of music in the 2016 campaign for the White House took various forms in a range of American
media: a significant amount of popular music was used by campaigns, many artist endorsements were sought
by candidates, ever changing songs were employed at rallies, instances of musicians threatening legal
action against candidates burgeoned, and artists and others increasingly used music as a form of
political protest before and after Election Day. The 2016 campaign was a game changer, similar to the
development of music in the 1840 campaign, when “Tippecanoe and Tyler Too” helped sing William Harrison
into the White House. The ten chapters in this collection place music use in 2016 in historical
perspective before examining musical messaging, strategy, and parody. The book ultimately explores
causality: how do music and musicians affect presidential elections, and how do politicians and campaigns
affect music and musicians? The authors explain this interaction from various perspectives, with
methodological approaches from several fields, including political science, legal studies, musicology,
cultural studies, rhetorical studies, and communications and journalism. These chapters will help the
reader understand music in the 2016 election to realize how music will be relevant in 2020 and beyond.
We Are The Clash Mark Andersen 2018-07-03 “An ambitious look at the last days of the Clash . . . as much
a political history of the 1980s as it is a look at an influential band in its final years.”—Publishers
Weekly The Clash was a paradox of revolutionary conviction, musical ambition, and commercial drive. We
Are The Clash is a gripping tale of the band’s struggle to reinvent itself as George Orwell’s 1984
loomed. This bold campaign crashed headlong into a wall of internal contradictions and rising right-wing
power. While the world teetered on the edge of the nuclear abyss, British miners waged a life-or-death
strike, and tens of thousands died from US guns in Central America, Clash cofounders Joe Strummer, Paul
Simonon, and Bernard Rhodes waged a desperate last stand after ejecting guitarist Mick Jones and drummer
Topper Headon. The band shattered just as its controversial final album, Cut the Crap, was emerging.
Andersen and Heibutzki weave together extensive archival research and in-depth original interviews with
virtually all of the key players involved to tell a moving story of idealism undone by human frailty amid
a climatic turning point for our world. “The Clash’s final chapter, after guitarist Mick Jones’ 1983
departure, has largely been forgotten—until this book, in which authors Mark Andersen and Ralph Heibutzki
argue that the punk pioneers were still creating vital music to the very end.”—Rolling Stone, an RS
Picks/New Books “Focuses on a very different moment in the band’s history: the point at which the group
splintered in the early 1980s, and its members grappled with an onset of reactionary governments around
the world.”—Vol. 1 Brooklyn “One of the most rewarding music books you’ll come across this year.”—Johns
Hopkins Magazine
The DIY Movement in Art, Music and Publishing Sarah Lowndes 2016-04-20 This book considers the history
of Do It Yourself art, music and publishing, demonstrating how DIY strategies have transitioned from
being marginal, to emergent, to embedded. Through secondary research, observation and 30 original
interviews, each chapter analyses one of 15 creative cities (San Francisco, Los Angeles, Dusseldorf, New
York, London, Manchester, Cologne, Washington DC, Detroit, Berlin, Glasgow, Olympia (Washington),
Portland (Oregon), Moscow and Istanbul) and assesses the contemporary situation in each in the postsubcultural era of digital and internet technologies. The book challenges existing subcultural histories
by examining less well-known scenes as well as exploring DIY "best practices" to trace a template of best
approaches for sustainable, independent, locally owned creative enterprises.
We Owe You Nothing Daniel Sinker 2007-11-01 “Collects some of [Punk Planet’s] best interviews from the
past half-decade . . . serves as a reminder that punk is not just music but a movement.” —The A.V. Club
Updated with six more interviews and a new introduction, the expanded edition of We Owe You Nothing is
the definitive book of conversations with the underground’s greatest minds from the pages of Punk Planet.
New interviews include talks with bands like The Gossip and Maritime, a conversation with punk legend Bob
Mould, and more . . . in addition to the classic interviews from the original edition: Ian MacKaye, Jello
Biafra, Thurston Moore, Noam Chomsky, Kathleen Hanna, Black Flag, Sleater-Kinney, Steve Albini, Frank
Kozik, Art Chantry, and others. “We Owe You Nothing made me feel vital and alive.” —Seattle Weekly “The
magazine Punk Planet has quietly been one of the most intelligent voices in the kingdom of punk and postpunk . . . [and] anyone with the vaguest interest in music would be well-served to learn from these
captured moments [in We Owe You Nothing].” —Detroit Metro Times “No book has illustrated this
relationship between punk and its believers more than We Owe You Nothing.” —Daily Herald “Straight talk
with no bullshit, no spin. The result is an airblast of honesty, an antidote of attitude. Music fans will
love this book, and so will fans of independent thinking.” —Flagpole “A wholly unique vision wrought not
by consensus but by cultural cynicism and never-say-die musical populism.” —Magnet
Das Klanggeschehen in populärer Musik Bernhard Steinbrecher 2016-10-24 Warum gefällt uns Musik? Warum
mögen wir manche Musikstücke ein Leben lang, manche nur für kurze Zeit oder in bestimmten Situationen und
andere gar nicht? Bernhard Steinbrecher befasst sich in seiner Studie mit dem Klingenden in populärer
Musik und damit, wie musikwissenschaftliche Analysemethoden zum besseren Verständnis von Musik und ihrer
Wertschätzung beitragen können. Dabei werden verschiedene Interpretationsrichtungen sowie traditionelle
und neuere musikanalytische Werkzeuge systematisch dargestellt. In einer Fallstudie zur US-amerikanischen
Band Fugazi werden sodann die Zusammenhänge zwischen Klanggeschehen und ethischen und ästhetischen
Beurteilungskriterien rekonstruiert.
Visual Vitriol David A. Ensminger 2011-06-16 Visual Vitriol: The Street Art and Subcultures of the Punk

and Hardcore Generation is a vibrant, in-depth, and visually appealing history of punk, which reveals
punk concert flyers as urban folk art. David Ensminger exposes the movement's deeply participatory street
art, including flyers, stencils, and graffiti. This discovery leads him to an examination of the oftenoverlooked presence of African Americans, Latinos, women, and gays and lesbians who have widely impacted
the worldviews and music of this subculture. Then Ensminger, the former editor of fanzine Left of the
Dial, looks at how mainstream and punk media shape the public's outlook on the music's history and
significance. Often derided as litter or a nuisance, punk posters have been called instant art, Xerox
art, or DIY street art. For marginalized communities, they carve out spaces for resistance. Made by hand
in a vernacular tradition, this art highlights deep-seated tendencies among musicians and fans. Instead
of presenting punk as a predominately middle-class, white-male phenomenon, the book describes a
convergence culture that mixes people, gender, and sexualities. This detailed account reveals how members
conceptualize their attitudes, express their aesthetics, and talk to each other about complicated issues.
Ensminger incorporates an important array of scholarship, ranging from sociology and feminism to
musicology and folklore, in an accessible style. Grounded in fieldwork, Visual Vitriol includes over a
dozen interviews completed over the last several years with some of the most recognized and important
members of groups such as Minor Threat, The Minutemen, The Dils, Chelsea, Membranes, 999, Youth Brigade,
Black Flag, Pere Ubu, the Descendents, the Buzzcocks, and others.
Encyclopedia of Activism and Social Justice Gary L. Anderson 2007-04-13 The Encyclopedia of Activism and
Social Justice presents a comprehensive overview of the field with topics of varying dimensions, breadth,
and length. This three-volume Encyclopedia is designed for readers to understand the topics, concepts,
and ideas that motivate and shape the fields of activism, civil engagement, and social justice and
includes biographies of the major thinkers and leaders who have influenced and continue to influence the
study of activism.
Dave Grohl: Die frühen Jahre Jeff Apter 2012-07-23 Teenage punk, self-taught musician, bandleader,
session man, smoker, drinker, multi-millionaire, David Grohl has achieved a rare feat, a rock ‘n’ roll
double crown having been a member of two hugely successful and influential bands – Nirvana and The Foo
Fighters. Loaded with candid interviews and hard truths about Grohl’s life in music, this is the first
comprehensive biography of an icon whose career charts rock and roll’s rise and fall over the past two
decades. Detailing his drumming and touring with Queens of the Stone Age and Nine Inch Nails and his
battle over Nirvana’s legacy with Courtney Love, this is a no-holds-barred account of a career and life
at the very top. Grohl's powerhouse drumming, anthemic riffing and melodic brilliance have proved both
thrilling and enduring, and he remains one of rock's most respected figures.
The Quiet Before Gal Beckerman 2022-02-17 'The Quiet Before is a fascinating and important exploration
of how ideas that change the world incubate and spread.' Steven Pinker 'Filled with insightful analysis
and colourful storytelling... Rarely does a book give you a new way of looking at social change. This one
does.' Walter Isaacson Why do some radical ideas make history while others founder? We tend to think of
revolutions as loud: frustrations and demands shouted in the streets. But the ideas fuelling them have
traditionally been conceived in much quieter spaces, in the small, secluded corners where a vanguard can
whisper among themselves, imagine alternate realities, and deliberate over how to get there. This
extraordinary book is a search for those spaces, over centuries and across continents, and a warning that
they might soon go extinct. The Quiet Before is a grand panorama, stretching from the seventeenth century
correspondence that jumpstarted the scientific revolution to the groundswell of the Chartists, the
liberation movement on the Gold Coast and the underground network of samizdat publications in Soviet
Russia - even the encrypted apps used by epidemiologists fighting the pandemic in the shadow of an inept
administration. Beckerman shows that defining social movements-from decolonization to feminism-thrive
when they are given the time and space to gestate. Now, Facebook and Twitter are replacing these
productive, private spaces with monolithic platforms that are very public and endlessly networked. Why
did the Arab Spring fall apart and Occupy Wall Street never gain traction? Has Black Lives Matter lived
up to its full potential? Beckerman reveals what this new social media ecosystem lacks - everything from
patience to focus - and offers a recipe for growing radical ideas again. Lyrical and profound, The Quiet
Before looks to the past to help us imagine a different future.
Politics as Sound Shayna Maskell 2021-09-28 Uncompromising and innovative, hardcore punk in Washington,
DC, birthed a new sound and nurtured a vibrant subculture aimed at a specific segment of the city's
youth. Shayna L. Maskell explores DC's hardcore scene during its short but storied peak. Led by bands
like Bad Brains and Minor Threat, hardcore in the nation's capital unleashed music as angry and loud as
it was fast and minimalistic. Maskell examines the music's aesthetics and the unique impact of DC's
sociopolitical realities on the sound and the scene that emerged. As she shows, aspects of the music's
structure merged with how bands performed it to put across distinctive representations of race, class,
and gender. But those representations could be as complicated and contradictory as they were explicit. A
fascinating analysis of a punk rock hotbed, Politics as Sound tells the story of how a generation created
music that produced--and resisted--politics and power.
Music, Theology, and Justice Michael O'Connor 2017-07-31 Using a variety of methodological perspectives,
this volume explores ethical and doctrinal implications in the social practice of music. Grouped
according to the threefold ministry of Christ (prophet, priest, shepherd) the essays discuss a wide range
of musics—from medieval chant and psalmody to protest songs, metal, and Daft Punk.
The Routledge History of Social Protest in Popular Music Jonathan C. Friedman 2013-07-04 The major
objective of this collection of 28 essays is to analyze the trends, musical formats, and rhetorical
devices used in popular music to illuminate the human condition. By comparing and contrasting musical
offerings in a number of countries and in different contexts from the 19th century until today, The

Routledge History of Social Protest in Popular Music aims to be a probing introduction to the history of
social protest music, ideal for popular music studies and history and sociology of music courses.
Damaged Evan Rapport 2020-12-15 Damaged: Musicality and Race in Early American Punk is the first booklength portrait of punk as a musical style with an emphasis on how punk developed in relation to changing
ideas of race in American society from the late 1960s to the early 1980s. Drawing on musical analysis,
archival research, and new interviews, Damaged provides fresh interpretations of race and American
society during this period and illuminates the contemporary importance of that era. Evan Rapport outlines
the ways in which punk developed out of dramatic changes to America’s cities and suburbs in the postwar
era, especially with respect to race. The musical styles that led to punk included transformations to
blues resources, experimental visions of the American musical past, and bold reworkings of the rock-androll and rhythm-and-blues sounds of the late 1950s and early 1960s, revealing a historically oriented
approach to rock that is strikingly different from the common myths and conceptions about punk. Following
these approaches, punk itself reflected new versions of older exchanges between the US and the UK, the
changing environments of American suburbs and cities, and a shift from the expressions of older baby
boomers to that of younger musicians belonging to Generation X. Throughout the book, Rapport also
explores the discourses and contradictory narratives of punk history, which are often in direct conflict
with the world that is captured in historical documents and revealed through musical analysis.
Negotiating Group Identity in the Research Process Anastacia Kurylo 2016-10-28 This book explores
researcher identity related to insider/outsider roles regarding the groups studied. Scholars use various
research methods and discuss the value of insider/outsider perspectives, problems faced as insiders and
outsiders, strategies to overcome related obstacles, and implications for advocating on behalf of a group
being studied.
Women Make Noise Victoria Yeulet 2015-02-26 ‘When was the last time you heard an all-girl band on the
radio? Why don’t all-girl bands get attention they deserve?’ In Women Make Noise musicians, journalists,
promoters and fans excavate the hidden story of the all-girl band: from country belles of the 20s–40s and
girl groups of the 60s, to prog rock goddesses, women’s liberationists and punks of the 70s–80s; from
riot grrrl activists and queercore anarchists of the 90s to radical protesters Pussy Riot and the most
inspiring all-girl bands today. These aren’t the manufactured acts of some pop svengali, these groups
write their own songs, play their own instruments and make music together on their own terms. All-girl
bands have made radical contributions to feminism, culture and politics as well as producing some unique,
influential and innovative music. It’s time to celebrate the outspoken voices, creative talents and gutsy
performances of the all-girl bands who demand we take notice. Including commentary from members of the
original 60s girl groups and classic punk-inspired outfits like The Raincoats and The Slits, as well as
contemporary Ladyfest heroines like Beth Ditto, this timely exploration shows the world that sidelining
all-girl bands is a major oversight. Contributions by Victoria Yeulet, Elizabeth K.Keenan, Sini Timonen,
Jackie Parsons, Deborah Withers, Jane Bradley, Rhian E.Jones, Bryony Beynon, Val Rauzier, Elizabeth K.
Keenan and Sarah Dougher This book is a celebration of girl bands in all genres: girl bands who make
music on their own terms. With a unique focus on the talented girl bands of the past 50 years rather than
casting female musicians in the typical solo ‘singer-songwriter’ mode. New perspectives on each genre –
from 1960s Motown groups to 1970s prog rock and punk to 1980s protest music, 1990s queercore, riot grrrl
and beyond – written by musicians, performers, journalists, promoters and fans. Contents Introducing the
All-girl Band: Finding Comfort in Contradiction | Julia Downes 1. Female Pioneers in Old-time and Country
Music | Victoria Yeulet 2. Puppets on a String? Girl Groups of the 50s and 60s | Elizabeth K. Keenan 3.
Truth Gotta Stand: 60s Garage, Beat and 70s Rock | Sini Timonen 4. Prog Rock: A Fortress They Call ‘The
Industry’ | Jackie Parsons 5. Feminist Musical Resistance in the 70s and 80s | Deborah Withers 6. You
Create, We Destroy: Punk Women |Jane Bradley 7. Post-Punk: Raw, Female Sound | Rhian E. Jones 8.
Subversive Pleasure: Feminism in DIY Hardcore | Bryony Beynon 9. Queercore: Fearless Women | Val Rauzier
10. Riot Grrrl, Ladyfest and Rock Camps for Girls | Elizabeth K. Keenan and Sarah Dougher Epilogue: Pussy
Riot and the Future | Julia Downes Notes Bibliography Reviews “Tales of race riots, intimidation and
abuse by male music fans and management, and inspiring moments of in-your-face activism provide
fascinating background to some of your favourite bands (and many you’ve never heard of). The greatest
strength of Women Make Noise is that many of the contributors were themselves part of the bands they are
chronicling. These women offer up inspiring, funny and enraging stories of being radical activists and
prolific musicians in a world that worked constantly to push them down.” – Gender Focus “Women Make Noise
is a wonderful collection of essays, taking the reader from the days of Sassy country and Western women
carving out a place in a horrendously sexist fledgeling music industry, all the way up to the Riot Grrrl
movement of the 90s and beyond. Each chapter is written with such boundless enthusiasm for the subject
matter that it’ll keep you enthralled until you drift slowly out of your comfort zone without even
realising it. Read the book cover to cover, have your eyes opened, discover your next favourite band and
perhaps think about the role of Women in music a little differently from now on.” – Intuition, review by
Owen Chambers “Fascinating, diverse and, most importantly, inspiring – the title alone is as much a
rallying cry as a joyous statement of the truth.” – Zoe Street Howe, author of Typical Girls? The Story
of The Slits, and other music titles “It’s exhilarating to learn about different generations of female
musicians from such diverse, strong voices.” – Kathleen Hanna, American singer, musician, artist,
feminist activist, pioneer of the feminist punk riot grrrl movement “A very important and timely
contribution to the debates about “women in rock”. All-girl bands have too often been written off as
novelties, and this exciting book sheds new light on an under-researched area.” – Lucy O’Brien, author of
She Bop: The Definitive History of Women in Rock, Pop and Soul
Dance of Days Mark Andersen 2001 Examines the history of the Washington D.C. punk rock music scene that

led to the rise of such bands as Positive Force, Riot Grrrl, Fugazi, and Bikini Kill.
Hairstyles of the Damned Joe Meno 2004-09-01 Included in MTV.com's "These 17 Music-Themed YA Books Could
Be Your Life" A selection of the Barnes & Noble Discover Great New Writers Program. "Meno gives his
proverbial coming-of-age tale a punk-rock edge, as seventeen-year-old Chicagoan Brian Oswald tries to
land his first girlfriend...Meno ably explores Brian's emotional uncertainty and his poignant youthful
search for meaning...His gabby, heartfelt, and utterly believable take on adolescence strikes a winning
chord." --Publishers Weekly "A funny, hard-rocking first-person tale of teenage angst and discovery."
--Booklist "Captures the loose, fun, recklessness of midwestern punk." --MTV.com "Captures both the
sweetness and sting of adolescence with unflinching honesty." --Entertainment Weekly "Joe Meno writes
with the energy, honesty, and emotional impact of the best punk rock. From the opening sentence to the
very last word, Hairstyles of the Damned held me in his grip." --Jim DeRogatis, pop music critic, Chicago
Sun-Times "The most authentic young voice since J.D. Salinger's Holden Caulfield...A darn good book."
--Daily Southtown "Sensitive, well-observed, often laugh-out-loud funny...You won't regret a moment of
the journey." --Chicago Tribune "Meno is a romantic at heart. Not the greeting card kind, or the
Harlequin paperback version, but the type who thinks, deep down, that things matter, that art can change
lives." --Elgin Courier News "Funny and charming and sad and real. The adults are sparingly yet
poignantly drawn, especially the fathers, who slip through without saying much but make a profound
impression." --Chicago Journal "Underneath his angst, Brian, the narrator of Hairstyles of the Damned,
possesses a disarming sense of compassion which allows him to worm his way into the reader's heart. It is
this simple contradiction that makes Meno's portrait of adolescence so convincing: He has dug up and
displayed for us the secret paradox of the teenage years, the desire to belong pitted against the need
for individuality--a constant clash of hate and love." --NewPages.com "Joe Meno knows Chicago's south
side the way Jane Goodall knew chimps and apes--which is to say, he really knows it. He also knows about
the early '90s, punk rock, and awkward adolescence. Best of all, he knows the value of entertainment.
Hairstyles of the Damned is proof positive." --John McNally, author of The Book of Ralph "Filled with
references to dozens of bands and mix-tape set lists, the book's heart and soul is driven by a teenager's
life-changing discovery of punk's social and political message...Meno's alter ego, Brian Oswald, is a
modern-day Holden Caulfield...It's a funny, sweet, and, at times, hard-hitting story with a punk vibe."
--Mary Houlihan, Chicago Sun-Times "Meno's language is rhythmic and honest, expressing things proper
English never could. And you've got to hand it to the author, who pulled off a very good trick: The book
is punk rock. It's not just punk rock. It's not just about punk rock; it embodies the idea of punk rock;
it embodies the idea of punk--it's pissed off at authority, it won't groom itself properly, and it
irritates. Yet its rebellious spirit is inspiring and right on the mark." --SF Weekly Hairstyles of the
Damned is the debut novel of our Punk Planet Books imprint, which originates from Punk Planet magazine.
Hairstyles of the Damned is an honest, true-life depiction of growing up punk on Chicago's south side: a
study in the demons of racial intolerance, Catholic school conformism, and class repression. It is the
story of the riotous exploits of Brian, a high school burnout, and his best friend, Gretchen, a punk rock
girl fond of brawling. Based on the actual events surrounding a Chicago high school's segregated prom,
this work of fiction unflinchingly pursues the truth in discovering what it means to be your own person.
Gender in the Music Industry Marion Leonard 2017-10-03 Why, despite the number of high profile female
rock musicians, does rock continue to be understood as masculine? Why is rock generally assumed to be
created and performed by men? Marion Leonard explores different representations of masculinity offered
by, and performed through, rock music, and examines how female rock performers negotiate this gendering
of rock as masculine. A major concern of the book is not specifically with men or with women performing
rock, but with how notions of gender affect the everyday experiences of all rock musicians within the
context of the music industry. Leonard addresses core issues relating to gender, rock and the music
industry through a case study of 'female-centred' bands from the UK and US performing so called 'indie
rock' from the 1990s to the present day. Using original interview material with both amateur and
internationally renowned musicians, the book further addresses the fact that the voices of musicians have
often been absent from music industry studies. Leonard's central aim is to progress from feminist
scholarship that has documented and explored the experience of female musicians, to presenting an
analytic discussion of gender and the music industry. In this way, the book engages directly with a
number of under-researched areas: the impact of gender on the everyday life of performing musicians;
gendered attitudes in music journalism, promotion and production; the responses and strategies developed
by female performers; the feminist network riot grrrl and the succession of international festivals it
inspired under the name of Ladyfest.
The Poetry of Punk Gerfried Ambrosch 2018-05-15 Punk bands have produced an abundance of poetic texts,
some crude, some elaborate, in the form of song lyrics. These lyrics are an ideal means by which to trace
the developments and explain the conflicts and schisms that have shaped, and continue to shape, punk
culture. They can be described as the community’s collective ‘poetic voice,’ and they come in many
different forms. Their themes range from romantic love to emotional distress to radical politics. Some
songs are intended to entertain, some to express strong feelings, some to provoke, some to spread
awareness, and some to foment unrest. Most have an element of confrontation, of kicking against the
pricks. Socially and epistemologically, they play a central role in the scene’s internal discourse,
shaping communities and individual identities. The Poetry of Punk is an investigation into the Anglophone
punk culture, specifically in the UK and the US, where punk originated in the mid-1970s, its focus being
on the song lyrics written and performed by punk rock and hardcore artists.
Youth Culture and Social Change Keith Gildart 2017-10-16 This book brings together historians,
sociologists and social scientists to examine aspects of youth culture. The book’s themes are riots,

music and gangs, connecting spectacular expression of youthful disaffection with everyday practices. By
so doing, Youth Culture and Social Change maps out new ways of historicizing responses to economic and
social change: public unrest and popular culture.
Soundscapes of Wellbeing in Popular Music Paul Kingsbury 2016-04-01 Unearthing the messy and sprawling
interrelationships of place, wellbeing, and popular music, this book explores musical soundscapes of
health, ranging from activism to international charity, to therapeutic treatments and how wellbeing is
sought and attained in contexts of music. Drawing on critical social theories of the production,
circulation, and consumption of popular music, the book gathers together diverse insights from
geographers and musicologists. Popular music has become increasingly embedded in complex and often
contradictory discourses of wellbeing. For instance, some new genres and sub-cultures of popular music
are associated with violence, drug-use, and the angst of living, yet simultaneously define the hopes and
dreams of millions of young people. At a service level, popular music is increasingly used as a
therapeutic modality in holistic medicine, as well as in conventional health care and public health
practice. The genre of popular music, then, is fundamental to human wellbeing as an active and central
part of people’s emotional lives. By conceptually and empirically foregrounding place, this book
demonstrates how - music whether from particular places, about particular places, or played in particular
places ” is a crucial component of health and wellbeing.
Punk Crisis Raymond A. Patton 2018-09-04 In March 1977, John "Johnny Rotten" Lydon of the punk band the
Sex Pistols looked over the Berlin wall onto the grey, militarized landscape of East Berlin, which
reminded him of home in London. Lydon went up to the wall and extended his middle finger. He didn't know
it at the time, but the Sex Pistols' reputation had preceded his gesture, as young people in the "Second
World" busily appropriated news reports on degenerate Western culture as punk instruction manuals. Soon
after, burgeoning Polish punk impresario Henryk Gajewski brought the London punk band the Raincoats to
perform at his art gallery and student club-the epicenter for Warsaw's nascent punk scene. When the
Raincoats returned to England, they found London erupting at the Rock Against Racism concert, which
brought together 100,000 "First World" UK punks and "Third World" Caribbean immigrants who contributed
their cultures of reggae and Rastafarianism. Punk had formed networks reaching across all three of the
Cold War's "worlds". The first global narrative of punk, Punk Crisis examines how transnational punk
movements challenged the global order of the Cold War, blurring the boundaries between East and West,
North and South, communism and capitalism through performances of creative dissent. As author Raymond A.
Patton argues, punk eroded the boundaries and political categories that defined the Cold War Era,
replacing them with a new framework based on identity as conservative or progressive. Through this
paradigm shift, punk unwittingly ushered in a new era of global neoliberalism.
Historical Dictionary of Popular Music Norman Abjorensen 2017-05-25 The Historical Dictionary of Popular
Music contains a chronology, an introduction, an appendix, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary
section has over 1000 cross-referenced entries on major figures across genres, definitions of genres,
technical innovations and surveys of countries and regions.
Thema Nr. 1 Dietrich Helms 2014-03-31 Sex ist Ekstase - und auch Musik kann Ekstase sein. Sex provoziert
- und schafft durch Skandale Öffentlichkeit für die Ware Musik. Sex polarisiert - und ist daher Mittel
der Distinktion für die Musik von sozialen Gruppen und Generationen. Populäre Musik ist ein
Kulturprodukt, das in besonderem Maße jugendliche Lebenswelten repräsentiert. Wie kaum ein anderes Medium
gibt sie Aufschluss über männliche und weibliche Identitätsmodelle und damit verbundene Machtstrukturen,
über Moralvorstellungen, über intime Wünsche, Sehnsüchte, Hoffnungen und Idealvorstellungen in der
Gesellschaft. So umfassend wie in diesem Band wurde das intime Verhältnis von Sex und Musik bisher noch
nicht aufgearbeitet.
Capitals of Punk Tyler Sonnichsen 2019-04-09 Capitals of Punk tells the story of Franco-American
circulation of punk music, politics, and culture, focusing on the legendary Washington, DC hardcore punk
scene and its less-heralded counterpart in Paris. This book tells the story of how the underground music
scenes of two major world cities have influenced one another over the past fifty years. This book
compiles exclusive accounts across multiple eras from a long list of iconic punk musicians, promoters,
writers, and fans on both sides of the Atlantic. Through understanding how and why punk culture
circulated, it tells a greater story of (sub)urban blight, the nature of counterculture, and the streetlevel dynamics of that centuries-old relationship between France and the United States.
The Rough Guide to Washington, DC Rough Guides 2011-08-01 The Rough Guide to Washington DC is the
definitive guide to this historic city, with clear maps and detailed coverage of all the city's best
attractions. Discover Washington DC's highlights with stunning photography and information on everything
from the city's memorials and museums along the Mall to showpieces like the International Spy Museum.
Find detailed practical advice on what to see and do in Washington DC, relying on up-to-date descriptions
of the best hotels, bars, clubs, shops and restaurants for all budgets; The Rough Guide to Washington DC
also includes full-colour sections of the region's top sights, and there are plenty of maps to help you
plan your trip to the lively and fascinating capital of the United States. Make the most of your holiday
with The Rough Guide to Washington DC.
Performing Punk Erik Hannerz 2016-01-12 Performing Punk is a rich exploration of subcultural contrasts
and similarities among punks. By investigating how punk is made, for whom, and in opposition to what,
this book takes the reader on a journey through the lesser-known aspects of the punk subculture.
More than Music Marc Calmbach 2015-07-31 Die Studie bietet auf breiter empirischer Basis Experteninterviews, Szenepublikationen, quantitative Befragung von über 400 Szenegängern - Einblicke in
die Jugendkultur Hardcore. Im Mittelpunkt steht der charakteristische Szeneaktivismus nach dem Prinzip
des do it yourself (DIY): Die kulturelle Widerspenstigkeit des DIY-Aktivismus, die Bedeutung des DIY-

Engagements als Authentizitätskriterium sowie die Eigenleistung Jugendlicher beim Erwerb und der
Vermittlung von DIY-Kompetenzen werden herausgearbeitet. Damit liefert die Studie neue Impulse für die
gegenwärtigen jugendkultursoziologischen Diskussionen.
Bad Music Christopher J. Washburne 2013-01-11 Why are some popular musical forms and performers
universally reviled by critics and ignored by scholars-despite enjoying large-scale popularity? How has
the notion of what makes "good" or "bad" music changed over the years-and what does this tell us about
the writers who have assigned these tags to different musical genres? Many composers that are today part
of the classical "canon" were greeted initially by bad reviews. Similarly, jazz, country, and pop musics
were all once rejected as "bad" by the academy that now has courses on these and many other types of
music. This book addresses why this is so through a series of essays on different musical forms and
performers. It looks at alternate ways of judging musical performance beyond the critical/academic nexus,
and suggests new paths to follow in understanding what makes some music "popular" even if it is judged to
be "bad." For anyone who has ever secretly enjoyed ABBA, Kenny G, or disco, Bad Music will be a guilty
pleasure!
Rebel Music in the Triumphant Empire David Pearson 2020-11-23 At the dawn of the 1990s, as the United
States celebrated its victory in the Cold War and sole superpower status by waging war on Iraq and
proclaiming democratic capitalism as the best possible society, the 1990s underground punk renaissance
transformed the punk scene into a site of radical opposition to American empire. Nazi skinheads were
ejected from the punk scene; apathetic attitudes were challenged; women, Latino, and LGBTQ participants
asserted their identities and perspectives within punk; the scene debated the virtues of maintaining DIY
purity versus venturing into the musical mainstream; and punks participated in protest movements from
animal rights to stopping the execution of Mumia Abu-Jamal to shutting down the 1999 WTO meeting. Punk
lyrics offered strident critiques of American empire, from its exploitation of the Third World to its
warped social relations. Numerous subgenres of punk proliferated to deliver this critique, such as the
blazing hardcore punk of bands like Los Crudos, propagandistic crust-punk/dis-core, grindcore and power
violence with tempos over 800 beats per minute, and So-Cal punk with its combination of melody and
hardcore. Musical analysis of each of these styles and the expressive efficacy of numerous bands reveals
that punk is not merely simplistic three-chord rock music, but a genre that is constantly revolutionizing
itself in which nuances of guitar riffs, vocal timbres, drum beats, and song structures are deeply
meaningful to its audience, as corroborated by the robust discourse in punk zines.
Music at the Extremes Scott A. Wilson 2015-06-08 Away from the spotlight of the pop charts and the
demands of mainstream audiences, original music is still being played and audiences continue to engage
with innovative artists. This collection of fresh essays gathers together critical writing on such genres
as Power Electronics, Black Metal, Neo-Folk, Martial Industrial, Hard-Core Punk and Horrorcore. The
contributors report from the periphery of the music world, seeking to understand these new genres, how
fans connect with artists and how artists engage with their audiences. Diverse music scenes are covered,
from small-town New Zealand to Washington, D.C., and Ljubljana, Slovenia. Artists discussed include Coil,
Laibach, Whitehouse, Insane Clown Posse, Wolves in the Throne Room, Turisas, Tyr, GG Allin and many
others.
Hebdige and Subculture in the Twenty-First Century Keith Gildart 2020-04-22 This book assesses the
legacy of Dick Hebdige and his work on subcultures in his seminal work, Subculture: The Meaning of Style
(1979). The volume interrogates the concept of subculture put forward by Hebdige, and asks if this
concept is still capable of helping us understand the subcultures of the twenty-first century. The
contributors to this volume assess the main theoretical trends behind Hebdige’s work, critically engaging
with their value and how they orient a researcher or student of subculture, and also look at some
absences in Hebdige’s original account of subculture, such as gender and ethnicity. The book concludes
with an interview with Hebdige himself, where he deals with questions about his concept of subculture and
the gestation of his original work in a way that shows his seriousness and humour in equal measure. This
volume is a vital contribution to the debate on subculture from some of the best researchers and
academics working in the field in the twenty-first century.
Dance of Days Mark Andersen 2009-12-01 Updated 2009 edition of this evergreen punk-rock classic!
Punks in Peoria Jonathan Wright 2021-06-15 Punk rock culture in a preeminently average town Synonymous
with American mediocrity, Peoria was fertile ground for the boredom- and anger-fueled fury of punk rock.
Jonathan Wright and Dawson Barrett explore the do-it-yourself scene built by Peoria punks, performers,
and scenesters in the 1980s and 1990s. From fanzines to indie record shops to renting the VFW hall for an
all-ages show, Peoria's punk culture reflected the movement elsewhere, but the city's conservatism and
industrial decline offered a richer-than-usual target environment for rebellion. Eyewitness accounts take
readers into hangouts and long-lost venues, while interviews with the people who were there trace the
ever-changing scene and varied fortunes of local legends like Caustic Defiance, Dollface, and Planes
Mistaken for Stars. What emerges is a sympathetic portrait of a youth culture in search of entertainment
but just as hungry for community—the shared sense of otherness that, even for one night only, could unite
outsiders and discontents under the banner of music. A raucous look at a small-city underground, Punks in
Peoria takes readers off the beaten track to reveal the punk rock life as lived in Anytown, U.S.A.
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